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DAILY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF AURORA, TO
THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS????

In the presence of My Holy Daughter, Teresa of Jesus, I am glad to see you liberating the world
with the power of devotion and of the joy of serving God.

This is the spirit of a true life of consecration and it is what Teresa of Jesus always taught the world,
through My example: that joy must never be absent in the heart of those who surrender themselves
to God.

Joy must be present as an essence in everything that you do: the joy of silence, the joy of
transformation, the joy of sacrifice, the joy of correction, the joy of praying, the joy of serving, the
joy of being a living part of the Plan of God.

If this joy were alive in the heart of all servants, it would be like a fire that keeps love alive in the
heart of all beings and transforms all rigidity and every difficulty in simplicity and lightness.

Today, beside My daughter Teresa, to whom I never failed and who never failed Me, I come to
bring you an impulse for the consecration of life and that you make of the day-to-day of your beings
the eternal joy of walking to God.

When the Divine purpose is clear both in the consciousness and in the heart, the soul never loses joy
because - even before the current scenarios of the world - it knows the truth to which it walks and it
is always seeking to elevate the sorrow and the sadness through joy.

Dear companions, both Teresa and My humble Heart have been upon the Earth and know the
difficulties of reaching the true surrender, but both of us reached in life two virtues, with which we
could fulfill the Plan of God for Us and which we continue to live so that we may be eternal
servants of the Lord: those virtues are perseverance and joy.

Be tireless before the obstacles that the world places to you and that your own interior makes
emerge, and make life become light and simple through joy.

Therefore, you might be a source of the Presence of God in the world and, in a time in which
despair is the common living of the hearts, you might be a breath and a balm of love for those who
suffer.

I love you and, together to Teresa of Jesus, I want to show you the simplicity of the life consecrated
to the Plan of God when the heart is truly tireless and joyful.

We leave Our blessings over the whole world and may Our joy bring lightness for the afflicted
hearts.

Your Father and Companion, Saint Joseph, in the presence of Saint Teresa of Jesus


